Abstract-In this paper we study the multiple input multi-supporting sum rate requirements with minimum power was ple output (MIMO) orthogonal freqency division multiplexing solved. For the special case of parallel Gaussian channels with (OFDM) Gaussian Broadcast Channel (BC). Several fundamental a single antenna, both problems were studied recently using problems are considered: The maximization of a weighted sum of a sion antenna, prolems weremstud i n usIng rates and the dual minimization of sum power subject to rate re-the nthi oapergia stuty fti from [0 winh[1] [12] quirements. Further we study the combined problem of weighted
quirements. Further we study the combined problem of weighted
In this paper, we study the problems of weighted rate rate sum maximization under minimum rate requirements. To sum-maximization under a power constraint and sum power show the connections among them, all problems are embedded minimization under given rate requirements extending the into an enhanced convex set of rate-power tuples (R, P). This not work from [13] . First, it is shown that finding the minimum only gives insights into the structure of the MIMO OFDM BC s capacity region, but also motivates algorithms exploiting these sum power can be formulated directly as a convex program.
properties.
Then even though the analytic structure of the problem in the single antenna case can not be applied to the MIMO case, I . INTRODUCTION we exploit ideas derived in [10] , [12] to find the minimum It was not until recently that the capacity region of the sum power. Further, the structural insights allow to face the MIMO Gaussian BC was completely solved. In the line of weighted rate sum-maximization under given minimum rates.
work [1] [2] [3] it was shown that the MIMO BC capacity region Finally, we comment on the use of subgradient methods for in fact equals the MIMO BC dirty-paper-coding region and this problem. thus is equivalent to the capacity region of a dual MIMO The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section multiple access channel (MAC) with hermitian transposed II introduces the system model. In Section III the problems channels. These results are of fundamental interest, since they are stated and basic properties are derived. Subsequently, allow to carry out any analysis and optimization of the MIMO in Section IV and V the sum power minimization and the BC in the dual MAC and to carry over the results to the minimum rates problem are studied, respectively. We conclude downlink via the corresponding duality relations [1] (10) Any rate tuple R E CBC(H, P) achievable in the MIMO subj. to R C C(H, P) OFDM BC is also achievable in the dual MAC and vice Geometrically speaking, we search for the smallest possible versa. Further, the transformation laws relating the covariance matrices achieving the same rate tuple in MAC and BC are capacity region still containing the desired rate vector R.
known [1] . Note that the characterization of the dual MIMO If the sum power is limited to a fixed budget P in each fad-OFDM MAC in (4) 9(H) :={(R, P): R C C(H, P)}.
Here ,u [,u1, ..., I'M]T is the vector of individual weights.
Problem 1 can be turned into a convex problem with trace
Obviously the boundary of 9(H) are the points we are constraints via the following well known Lemma. interested in, since they dominate all points in the interior.
Lemma 1: The solution to Problem 1 is equivalent to solv-This means, for all (R, P) in the interior of 9(H) at least ing one component of R can be increased while all others remain max ,u R~~~~(7)fixed without leaving the set. In analogy to the single antenna S7rn(HxP)~~~~~c ase [14] we can state the following lemma.
Lemma 2: The set 9(H) is a convex set and duality holds However, we will have a look at the objective function in (14) .
also for the expanded set.
To this end we define The proof follows easily from the concavity of fH,. (1) over the set of positive semidefinite matrices Q. Note that the Rm(i, H)
arg max i-7R-P]
(15) lemma can be also immediately seen if the objective function 5(H) im and the affine trace constraint is made explicite by using Lemma 1. The boundary of the set 9(H) for random channels to be the mth rate-component of the optimizing set (R, P) H is depicted in Figure 1 . The convexity is obvious. Note, and propose Algorithm 1 to solve the minimum sum power that each horizontal slice represents the capacity region for a problem specific sum power P.
Algorithm 1 MIMO-OFDM Sum Power Minimization In this section we study Problem 2. There is a simple R + + aM!RIFM (16) approach to solve this problem. Following the polymatroid structure of the MIMO OFDM MAC capacity region the For this special case where only a sum rate constraint is active, problem can be written explicitely as further a fast iterative algorithm is presented in [9] based on min P -,TR an iterative water-filling procedure.
5(H),,_t>o
Interestingly, the optimal Lagrangian multipliers ft reveal subj. to fH,Q (I) > R(I), VI C M. the necessary Dirty-Paper Precoding order for the MIMO OFDM BC: Since ft constitutes the normal vector of a tangent Note that the number of constraints is 2M -1 since for hyperplane to the rate vector R, the optimal encoding order each subset of users (in fact each face of the polymatroid) (and reverse decoding order in the dual MAC) 7 is given by a constraint has to be met. This problem is a convex porgram the ordering of the Lagrangian factors such that: and can be solved using standard convex optimization tools such as the YALMIP package [15] . Since the number of > >
constraints grows exponentially with M, the problem becomes very complex even for moderate numbers of users. This is in analogy to the weighted rate sum maximization. In the following, a different approach is chosen. Equiva-The convergence properties of Algorithm 1 is discussed in the lently to (13), the subsequent problem can be considered:
following section. mini p _pR 5(H),,>o~~~ (14) V. MINIMUM RATES subj. to R> R -~~~~~~~The developed methodology can be modified to guarantee Unfortunately, the notion of marginal utility functions intro-minimum rates in the weighted sum rate maximization. In duced in [14] can not be applied to the MIMO (OFDM) BC. analogy to (10) and (14) [4] can be used. However, fully clear yet. In fact we need to establish the following: both Algorithm 1 and 2 consist of a sequence of convex Let ,U(1),,U(2) be two weight vectors differing only in the optimization problems bringing along a high computational nth component, i.e. 4() > ,u( ,, = P for all m mt n. demand. Suppose that the optimizing rates are related by Recently, an interesting subgradient method was proposed in Rm(/t(2), H) < Rm(ti(1), H) Vmn + n (20) [8] . We can substantially modify this approach for the problem at hand [16] . Define the function and M Rn(vi2), H) > .Rn(t),H). although quite intuitive, the trajectory on the boundary may approach will be intensively studied in [16] .
not be such that the rates decrease. A rigorous proof has not Let us illustrate the presented algorithms. Figures 2 ilyet been found.
lustrates the convergence behavior of the Minimum Rates The optimal Dirty-Paper-Encoding order is again a byprod-Algorithm for a random channel with K = 1 subcarrier, U = 2 uct of the optimizing Lagrangian factors /1*: In contrast to antennas at the base station and Vi = V2 = V3 2 antennas Problem 2, now the ordering of the sum of weights ,i and at each mobile. The required rates are set to R = [2 0 11T
Lagrangian factors /u* constitutes the optimal encoding order bps/Hz. Figure 2 shows that after a moderate number of 7r:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iterations the algorithm converges. Figure 3 in [11] .
Regarding computational complexity, step (3) of both al-VI. CONCLUSIONS gorithms although seeming simple contains a considerable
We provided an analysis of resource allocation schemes computational challenge. In case of Algorithm 1 this problem for the MIMO OFDM Broadcast Channel. Complementary ftp:Hftp.hhi.de/michel/WunderMichelTranSP06.pdf.
[13] T. Michel and G. Wunder, "Optimal and low complexity suboptimal transmission schemes for MIMO-OFDM broadcast channels," in Proc.
